INTRODZICTION
Ferrite films of YIG have currently found various applications. These films grown usually by the liquid-phase epitaxy method possess a good quality suitable for both ~nicrowave and optic waves applications. First of all, these films with the thickness in feu, (or tens) of microns and lateral dimensions in one or even few centimeters possess properties of ferromagnetic medium at the frequency range from 1 to 20 GHz. This frequency range is intensively studied dne to possibility to excite and investigate traveling magnetostaticspin waves (MSW). On the other hand, in the optical infrared wavelength r a n g between 1.1 and 6 11 rn YIG films find an application due to strong efficiency of magneto-optic interactions. Light propagates in such films as waveguided modes and they become coupled and can be converted due to Faraday and Cotton-Mouton magneto-optic effect.
Usually YIG films sitting on gadolinium-galliurn-garnet (GGG) substrates are used for the purposes of the strong optical mode conversion and this finds different applications. Yet, in order to increase optical mode conversion Bi-and Ce-doped YIG films are the best sources. The most interesting applications, however, can be achieved when both microwave and light waves propagate simultaneously in such films. The possibility of such a film to support the waves is used for effective magneto-optic Bragg interaction between these waves [1;2]. Frequencies and ~vavenuinbers of MSW are usually much smaller than the respective values for optic waves. Thus under the special relation between the wavenumbers of the incident and diffracted light modes and the MSW mavenumber, the anisotropic Bragg diffraction of light can be quite essential. In following, the basic methods of magneto-optic --microwave interactions will be described and new results and novel applications will be provided.
ANISOTROPIC BRAGG DIFFRACTION
Light propagating in a magnetic film is represented as a sst of TE and TM modes. Due to magneto-optic effects they become coupled. The propagating MSW creates a dynamic phase diffraction lattice for light in a ferrite film. Since the wavenumbers of the coupled modes differ. essential diffraction (with mode conversion) can be achieved only when the phase-matching condition is fulfilled. Based on the coupled-mode theory, the following requirement should be hlfilled in order to obtain maximum mode conversion
where kr,, k , are the optical modes' wave vectors and QMS, is the MSW wave vector. The conversion efficiency between the modes during propagation is
where L is the propagation distance and 6' is the mode conversion coeficient for TE or TM modes. In particular, it is proportional to the MSW power. Therefore. in order to achieve strong oplical conversion the MSW power should be quite high. In good quality Bi-substituted YIG films, the conversion eficiency can be about 40 % at the MSW power level of about 
NON-LINEAR INTERACTlONS BETWEEN MSW AND LIGHT

Bistability in optical mode conversion
Optical mode conversion in magnetic waveguides appears due to tensorial dependence of the dielectric permittivity upon the magnetic fields (magnetization) in the MSW. In case of non-linear MSW this tensor is conversion. Bistability is a result of the non-linearity imposed MSW frequency shift. At high level of the microwave power the MSW frequency is shifted, although the excitation microwave frequency is not. This shift breaks down the phase-matching condition (I) and, consequently, changes the conversion efficiency. Thus this efficiency is not the same at different power levels and, moreover, bistability has a power threshold. The estimated power threshold is less than the parametric instability power threshold. Therefore, this effect can be easily recognized in microwave --magneto-optic experiment. The dependence of the conversion efficiency on the input MSW power makes it possible to control the phase-matching condition with the microwave power.
Fibre-optic frequency shifter using non-linear MSW
Intensive non-linear MSW can be unstable to various parametric and other non-linear processes. Parametric instability leads to appearance of the waves with different frequencies as a result of the parametric decay. These waves destroy the optical mode coupling and conversion and, thereby, the instability of MSW should be avoided during MSW --magneto-optic interaction. It is possible to distinguish the different parametric processes by proper choice of the microwave frequency and other experimental parameters. Even if the low power threshold parametric instability of cw MSW is avoided, the wave still can be subjected to longitudinal or transverse instability. In the first case, it is modulation instability; in the second case, it is self-focusing of the MSW beam. The latter effect can be quite important in magneto-optic --microwave applications.
Let assume the MSW beam can be focused into a narrow focal spot by specially prepared excitation antenna andlor in the case, when non-linearity induces the beam focusing. Perpendicularly to the MSW wavefront a piece of an optical fibre is put and pressed against the film surface. Assume further that the fibre is the two-mode and the only spatial modes LP,, and L e , can propagate in it. The MSW beam with the initial aperture of about 1.4 mm can be focused into the spot of adiameter of about 0.6 mm at the propagation distance 5 mm. The peak intensity of the magnetization (and, respectively. magnetic field) is rather high in the focusing area. The light entering a fibre consists of only the L 4 , mode. MSW in the focal spot generates the spatial dynamic grating of the electromagnetic field. The frequency of this field is equal to the frequency difference between L&, and L e , modes. This field couples the two spatial fibre modes. Thus the conversion between the modes occurs. The conversion &iciency is proportional to the MSW pourer and the coupling between the electromagnetic field of the MSW and the optic modes. Optimum mode-coupling eficiency was found to be for the MSW with the frequency f = 1.22
GHz, and the beat-length distance was about 200 pm. For MSW with the power 100 mW the mode-coupling efficiency is 1 O-) (or 0.1%). The efficiency can be increased by using hgher microwave power and improving the coupling between the film and fibre. This method of the mode coupling can be used in diagnostics and production control [4].
Optic mode compression
Consider now the propagation of the narrow optic pnlse in a ferrite film with the chirped MSW. The MSW induces the phase diffraction lattice with the linearly variable period. Therefore the different spectral components of the pulse possess the diffraction at the different segments of the film. If W and c are the light Erequency and velocity; and V are the MSW frequency and velocity, the synchronism between the instantaneous light frequency and the MSW frequency is fuElled through the following equation
where A I1 is an optical indices difference for incident and diffracted waves. The efficiency of diffraction is enhanced for the case when the group velocity of the diffracted light is equal to the slope of the synchronism line defined by equation (5). Therefore the rate of the frequencies variation is followed from the relation: (8) and L, is the effective dispersion length. This is the distance over which the pulse doubles its width due to induced dispersion. It is defined as and is the initial pulse width. The least width of the compressed pulse is and a is a numerical coefficient approximately equal to 3. The typical YIG films used in experiments with MSW are shorter than 1 cm and this restriction are due to the MSW propagation losses. Thus the dispersion length of the order of few millimeters can be achieved for the optical pulses in the picosecond range (or shorter). Compressing efficiency for such a length of a crystal can be more than 10 for picosecond pulses. To obtain a shorter compressed pulse one should repeat the compressing procedure several times using the same YIG film.
Spin wave pulse generation
In this Section it will be shown how the spin wave pulse can be generated under the mutual interaction between two orthogonally polarized optical pulses (or between two components of the same intensive ultrashort pulse) 151. TE and TM light modes guided by the ferrite film have different dispersive characteristics and even for the same frequency propagate with different velocities. Assume now that the two ultrashort optical pulses with different polarization are excited in the same ferrite film. The pulse having smaller velocity is the first launched into the film. The second pulse launched with some delay will keep ahead the first pulse if its velocity is greater the velocity of the first pulse. In the region of overlapping of two pulses the dynamic phase grating of the electromagnetic field will occur. This grating will be spatially periodic. The wavenumber of this grating is equal to the wavenumbers' mfference of the respective modes
Q = K T E -K m
(1 1) The dimensions of this grating in time and space are defined by the following expressions:
where T is a pulse duration and vTE is the velocity of the light respecting to the TE mode. In the region of the film with periodic variations of the electromagnetic field two spin wave pulses propagating in opposite directions will be excited if the coupling efficiency is suff~cient. The frequency of these spin waves is expressed as where A is the pulses envelope and n , , ,rim are the optic indices for TM and TE modes, the expression for the RF nlagnctization is: 
CONCLUSION
Non-linear effects accompanying MSW --magneto-optic interaction whether they are pure microwave or magneto-optic origin can be used to build a new r a n g of n~icrowave and optic devices. The simple but important are modulators and digital matrix-vector multipliers working as digital processors. Effect of the light diffraction by the non-linear MSW provides the possibility to make the magneto-optic spatial Fourier-processor. It can realize the convolution of the two optical signals.
Among the devices utilizing magneto-optic --MSW interaction are deflectors and nonreciprocal isolators, optical switchers and high-speed modulators. Non-linear properties of MSW are also used for generation and formation of spin wave solitons and shock waves. High-order solitons d MSW can be used for the efficient con~pression of MSW pulses. Compression efiiciency is very high (>SO) at the distances of a few mm. Spin wave bistability permits to develop nonreciprocal MSW devices. These devices along with optical devices can essentially extend the possibility of non-linear magneto-optics.
